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2.19 General Equations for Absolute Gas Gain Characteristics of PPAC Detectors
Filled with -Heptane Vapour
by J.Sernicki

The calculation of the mean value of absolute gas
amplification of parallel-plate avalanche counter
(PPAC) with an electrode spacing d (see ref. [1]) by
use of the relation Mabs=[exp(ad)-l]/ccd, and
additionally, of the general (cc/p)g equation being the
numerically determined Townsend formula, in which
a denotes the first Townsend coefficient, is rather a
laborious and not fully satisfactory solution. For it
should be realized that the numerically determined
(oc/p)g function, though considered to be equivalent, in
certain interval of reduced electric field intensity (K/p)
values, to the pencil of specific (oc/p)s curves directly
bound to the experiment, is in fact, an approximation
of the curves depending upon gas pressure (p).
Furthermore, the data needed for this method relate to
narrower range of K/p values as compared with the
entire range of practically useful values of this ratio for
avalanche counters (see refs. [1,2]). There exists
therefore a justifiable need of searching for other more
satisfactory solutions.

In order to determine veracious the Mabs values of
PPAC detector, it turns out that the Mabs characteristic
as plotted vs supply voltage (U) must faithfully
represent the variability of curve-Mafb (i.e. arbitrary
gas gain characteristic) for individual p and d values.
To achieve this, those curves determined by the
method previously mentioned have been corrected so
that the new Mabs characteristics satisfy now the
following requirements:

- the slope of the linear section of every one of
them as plotted in the semilogarithmic coordinate
system is equal to the slope of corresponding
pulse amplitude characteristic (0exp);

- the relations between their selected points are
exactly the same as for Marb curves determined
basing upon the experimental Uexp characteristics;

- the new values are equal to the former ones
corrected in relation to the most veracious point
chosen before.

Each of the absolute gas gain characteristics
plotted in the semilogarithmic system can now be
described by the following equation:

(logMabs)p=const = aiogUexp/8U x U + babs, (1)

where 3logUexp/3U and babs coefficients are
numerically determined for each characteristic.
Precisely these equations, written appropriately for
various d values at various p-parameter values, have
been used to determine the criteria of space charge
effect in PPACs [3].

In ref. [1], the 3logUexp/9U coefficient has been
denoted as C4=C4loge (see fig. 1). Wherein, using
appropriate approximation, the empirical equations for
C4 coefficient have been determined. Now (see fig. 2),
the babs coefficient has been treated in a similar
manner. Next, by appropriately rearranging the
equation (1), the general expression has been obtained
in form of equations given in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 Slope of the linear sections of actual PPAC pulse amplitude
characteristics vs PPAC pressure, for various electrode spacings (d).
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Fig. 2 Initial ordinate of the linear courses of actual absolute PPAC
gas gain characteristics vs PPAC pressure, for various electrode
spacings (d).

The equations of Table 1 describe the linear
characteristics in the semilogarithmic coordinate
system. This would mean that they only apply to such
PPAC operating conditions at which no additional
effects occur. Nevertheless, these equations can be
used in other cases as well, by appropriately mapping,
onto these characteristics, the points from nonlinear
sections of experimental curves.
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Table 1 General equations of the characteristics of PPAC absolute gas amplification (MabS)B. These are valid within given ranges of
n-heptane pressures (p). U is expressed in Volts. The coefficient Co has a constant value for given electrode spacing (d), while the
coefficients C4 and c are functions of p.

d [cm]

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

(Mabs)g = c0 exp(c4U + c)

39,8exp(-0,971p+0,0172U+0,001712pU+0,0192p2-0,000062p2U)

1,22 exp(- l,19p+0,0283U+0,000791pU+0,0206p2-0,000049p2U)

1,22 exp(- l,19p+0,0363U-0,000493pU+0,0206p2)

0,0410 exp(- l,36p+0,0396U-0,000717pU+0,0278p2)

0,00528 exp(- l,50p+0,0386U-0,000952pU+0,0417p2)

p [Torr]

5 - 1 8

<10

>10

5 - 3 0

5 - 3 0
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